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Relative Clauses

Part A

Underline the correct relative pronouns.

 1. The scholarship will only be awarded to the students ( who / whom ) study well and join 
the school activities actively.

 2. Janice was my best friend in my childhood ( where / when ) we lived next door to each 
other.

 3. There is an old saying that Great Wall is a place ( where / whose ) heroes must visit.

 4. The lady ( who / whose ) daughter is dancing beautifully on stage is my ballet teacher.

 5. Jamie Oliver, ( who / which ) is a famous chef, has worked very hard to explore new recipes 
and ingredients.

 6. The table, ( which / on which ) Henry’s books are all placed, has broken just now.

 7. The interesting poem ( which / when ) was read aloud by Miss Leung in class was written 
by George.

Part B

Join the sentences with the suitable relative pronouns. Add commas or prepositions if necessary.

 1. This is the bestseller. It is worth reading.

  This is the bestseller which is worth reading.

 2. Jones keeps seven dogs at home. Jones loves dogs a lot.

  Jones, who keeps seven dogs at home, loves dogs a lot.

 3. We took the rides in the theme park. The rides in the theme park are very exciting.

  The rides which we took in the theme park are very exciting.

 4. The TV show is showing now. Kelly acted in the TV show.

  The TV show, in which Kelly acted, is showing now.

 5. I’m having the summer holiday. I usually travel overseas during summer holiday.

  I’m having the summer holiday during which I usually travel overseas.
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Part C

This is an advertisement for a newly opened fi tness centre. Complete the advertisement with 
suitable relative pronouns. Add prepositions if necessary.

Fitness Hong Kong Takes Care of You

Are you dreaming of a better living style 1. which  brings you better health 

and a better body shape? Fitness Hong Kong can take care of you from fi tness training to diet 

planning. 

Once you step into our fi tness centre, our sincere staff 2. who  always wear a 

smile will serve you promptly. Our professional fi tness coaches will design the fi tness training 

programme 3. which  is most suitable for you. You can stay at a comfortable 

training area 4. where / in which  you can stretch and train up your tired muscles with 

professional advice. Besides, we provide various exercises classes 5. which  suit 

your interests. The perfect body shape 6. of which  you always dream will not be 

a dream any more!

Our experienced nutritionists 7. whom  you will meet regularly can design 

a diet plan 8. which  matches your lifestyle the most. They will give you 

useful tips on a healthy diet. Moreover, our restaurant 9. where / at which  fresh and 

healthy food is served around the clock provides a healthy food delivery service. This service is 

especially good for the members 10. whose  daily schedules are so tight that 

they have no time to prepare their own food. Our excellent chefs 11. whom  we 

have recruited from all over the world can defi nitely surprise you with healthy and delicious 

food. It is also convenient for you to follow your personal diet plan 12. which  

is designed by our nutritionists. 

Fitness Hong Kong is located in the city centre 13. where  you can easily reach 

by public transport. If you are one of the Hong Kong people 14. who  are 

too busy and exhausted to take care of your health, join our membership now! The fi rst 100 

customers 15. who  become our members can enjoy a 40% discount.


